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 Background 
 
Demands of this chapter: This chapter can be considered as an in-depth exploration efforts to 

identify the optimality or efficacy of the different CISG articles towards alleviating issues about 

the fundamental breach of contracts. Articles such as Article 25, 45, Article 46 to 76, etc. are 

discussed towards their suitability as an optimistic and globally acceptable remedial measure. 

In the previous chapters, a detailed discussion about the breach of contract, remedies available for 

it, etc. have been discussed as per the CISG Convention. However, reviewing the literature, it has 

been observed that apart from CISG, there is another convention, the Uniform Commercial Code 

(UCC), which dominates the international laws of trade between some states. Undeniably, it is so 

because of its benefits or advantages over CISG. It is noteworthy that this convention is introduced 

and followed by the United States, which is itself one of the members amongst the nations 

following CISG rules for enabling trade with the different countries. Noticeably, the choice to 

adopt or follow the law ultimately depends upon the parties involved. For example, where a 

foreign company and a US corporation offer a contract under the Standard Trade Code (UCC) rules 

of a particular State to stipulate that the contract is concluded, then any conflict occurring below 

the contract would be resolved in this manner. It is established by all 50 (50) of the USA and is 

the rule applicable to selling products in the United States except in Louisiana. However, where 

the country is one of the seventy (70) countries of which the United Nations Convention for 

Foreign Sales Contracts (CISG) of 1980 has been signed and ratified3, then, unless the parties 
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have clearly and expressly excluded its applicability, the CISG will apply to the sales contract, 

gave Buyer's and Seller's principal areas of business are both in CISG contracting states. In other 

terms, if both parties' principal places of business are in CISG countries, the CISG is the 

default choice. It is also noticeable that if one or more parties do not have their principal places of 

business in the CISG’s contracting States, the parties can still select to have the CISG govern their 

contract. While in this section of the chapter emphasis has been laid on deciding the applicability 

of the law, it is of paramount significance to discuss the distinctions among both the laws in terms 

of measuring damages or losses associated if there is any breach of contract by the parties. 

Considering this as a motivation in this chapter, the key differences amongst the CISG convention 

and UCC shall be discussed, and an optimal or universally acceptable solution will be put forward. 

Additionally, the limitations allied with both shall be discussed to present a clear view. 

 Scope of the CISG 
 
The CISG is committed to creating a uniform international export regulation. Article 1(1) 

(CISG) gathers as CISG applies: "This Convention shall extend to selling transactions 

between the Parties whose market places are situated in different states: 

 when the States are contracting countries; or (b) when private international law is 

specifically aimed at enforcing the rule of the Contracting States. 

Furthermore, instead of creating a single court to hear all cases under the CISG, the 

drafters agreed that domestic courts or arbitration boards should implement the rules. 

Because of the many courts that recognize CISG, the objective of a standardized 

international sales law was slightly hampered. When a country wants to join CISG, it is 

part of the domestic rule. The CISG automatically protects contracts between parties in 

various contracting countries. Nevertheless, pursuant to Article 6, parties to a CISG-

governed contract can choose to opt-out or agree to be bound only by similar CISG 

papers. Unless the contracting parties opt out of part or all of the CISG rules, they agree to 

be regulated by another set of laws, such as the UCC4. 

                                                                                                                                                                    
03-30%20-%20Article%20on%20UCC%20v_%20CISG%20-%20SC.pd 
4Huber, P. (2007). The CISG: A new textbook for students and practitioners. sellier. Europeanlawpubl, p41. 
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Though the reverse isn't proven, contracting states whose contract is subject to UCC will 

not agree to be regulated by CISG because the CISG can control foreign trade than 

domestic trade. Therefore, together with the right of buyers and sellers to contract part or 

all of the CISG, common uses, either among contracting states or uses that a reasonable 

person would normally consider part of the contract in similar circumstances, take 

precedence over CISG. 

Commonly, the Convention applies below Article 1(1) (b) of the CISG when laws of 

preference of law contribute to the application of the law of a State party to the CISG. 

Nevertheless, under Article 95, a country has the right to prohibit the CISG from 

enforcing the law of a member nation directly from the private international law 

procedures. Instead, when the U.S. entered the Convention, it agreed that Article 1 does 

not extend to arrangements between a party with a U.S. place of business and another 

party with a place of business in a non-CISG state. By language, CISG laws only contract 

for foreign product sales. This leaves nations "free to continue to adjust chastely domestic 

affairs to their individual needs." Because of the U.S. Constitution's Supremacy Clause, 

the CISG "foresees undue trade regulation in international transactions that the [CISG] 

regulates." However, because CISG regulates foreign sales, the UCC remains in effect if 

the election-of-law review results in U.S. domestic5. 

 Uniform Law on International Contracts 
 
In the section mentioned above, it has been discussed that CISG is a multilateral treaty 

that went into outcome in 1988; current contracting parties contain the United States and 

more than 60 other countries. Nonetheless, the International Institute for the Unification of 

Private Law (UNIDROIT) prepared the decision to unify the law governing the 

international sale of goods in 1930. UNIDROIT began to prepare the document in 1934, 

with a draft uniform law on international contracts being concluded by UNIDROIT in 

1936. The initial work "showed how comparative law was conceived in the West at that 

time." 

                                                   

5Koch, R. (1998). The concept of fundamental breach of contract under the United 

NationsConventiononContractsfortheInternationalSaleofGoods(CISG)(Doctoraldissertation,McGillUniversity 

Libraries).p.1-6. 
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In contrast, UNIDROIT’s work was interrupted by the Second World War. The work on 

the International Uniform Sale of Goods (ULIS) and the Uniform Contracts for 

International Sale of Goods (ULFC) Law were reinstated after the war and the diplomatic 

meeting held in The Hague in 1964. 

ULIS was established to control international sales of goods, while ULFC’s objective was 

to establish international sales agreements. While UNIDROIT has attempted to control 

international participation in ULIS and ULFC growth, Western Europe is the only 

participating country. The United States and France never ratified either ULIS or ULFC. 

As a result of the limited geographical regions involved in the evolution of the ULIS and 

ULFC. The Conventions remain in force, but even now, Western Europe is the major 

contracting country. Thus, while ULIS and ULFC have their powers, it soon became 

evident that, as necessary, there was a single international convention regulating the 

foreign selling of products. Such success resulted in the creation of UNCITRAL, the goal 

of which was to 'create' a comprehensive harmonization and a synthesis of international 

trade law.' 'After finding a response from States to ULIS and ULFC, UNCITRAL set up a 

working group, consisting of countries from various regions of the world, whose purpose 

was to decide the improvements to ULIS and ULFC. UNCITRAL determined to draft a 

single new convention whose purpose would be to adjust the formation of international 

sales contracts while also contributing to the substantive laws of international sales law. 

The first draft of the new convention was completed in January of 1976 and was ratified in 

1977. The draft convention was debated in 1978 and adopted as a draft convention of 1978 

into the comprehensive legislation on trade. The 1978 Convention's draft set the 

groundwork for the activity of 62 countries and eight foreign bodies at the United Nations 

Conference on Contracts for the Global Selling of Goods. Finally, the CISG was 

introduced in April 1980, and it came into force on 1 January 1988. Like ULIS and ULFC, 

primarily implemented by a small number of Western European nations, the CISG actually 

has over 60 member countries worldwide6. 

 

                                                   
6Cohen KS. Achieving a uniform law governing international sales: Conforming the 

damageprovisionsoftheCISGand theuniformcommercialcode. U.Pa.J.Int'lEcon.L.2005p.601-622. 
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A potential reason for this full agreement is that nations from various continents have 

been active in the creation of the CISG and that the CISG should be seen to attempt and 

accommodate specific legal practices surrounding the foreign trade of products. 

Regardless of why the CISG has prospered in doing what ULIS and ULFC have 

never done-it governs the production of foreign sales contracts and stipulates in a short 

text the substantive law regulating international sales of over 60 countries. 

 Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) and (CISG): 

 

 An Overview 

 
The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is a set of laws that are used as a basis to address 

commercial contracts in the USA. This collection was developed by The Uniform Law 

Commission (ULC) to make US contract law more simple, straightforward, and up to date. 

This set of codes was developed in the late 1940s and early 1950s when it became clear 

that uniforms laws and regulations are required to guarantee the spread of interstate 

commerce, and contract conclusion and interpretation need to be carried out in a 

particular manner in all states of the country. This set of laws has its roots in the National 

Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL), which was first held 

in 1889. As part of the code development process, the committee appointed by the New 

York Bar Association was required to administer the law unification process. This 

committee was entrusted with addressing “nationally significant matters that had given 

rise to some conflicts in the country’s commonwealths and determined the best procedure 

or technique that can be used to integrate and unify the laws of countries. This committee 

was also responsible for checking the feasibility of a plan for having the union members 

assign a representative to a convention to draft uniform laws for different states. As a 

result of the first conference, which was held in 1892, the Uniform Commercial law 

emerged with the aim of providing a uniform set of laws associated with commercial 

transactions such as contract conclusion and enforcement of laws. The first UCC draft was 

presented in 1951, and Pennsylvania happened to be the first state that adopted it in 1953. 

The drafting board consisted of the NCCUSL and the ALI representatives. The first UCC 

draft was subjected to revision in 1956. Further revisions actually added two more articles 
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to the original nine articles of the code (Braucher 804). Soon, the UCC as a whole was 

adopted by most of the states except for Louisiana that chose to adopt some of the articles. 

All the member states can feel free to adopt the more up to date revisions of the code or 

just comply with the current version. Electronic commerce was embodied by Article 2 (the 

Article associated with the purchase and sale of goods) of the code in 2001.  

UCC is applicable for the contracts of sale, including property, in the USA. This code was 

developed in 1952 to make sure that all contracts comply with a single set of rules across 

the United States. The UCC is used as a set of rules in most businesses, even in cases 

where contracts are concluded with non-merchants. This code, thanks to its flexible and 

convenient nature, allows merchants to freely foster trade within the country. More 

interestingly, UCC is applicable to both merchant- merchant and merchant/non -merchant 

contracts.  

The United Nations Conventions on Contracts for the International Sale of Good (CISG) 

owes its existence to the United Nations Commission on International Commercial Law 

(UNICITRAL). UNICITRAL was entrusted with introducing commercial laws that could 

contribute to the unification of member states’ laws. The Convention Relating to a 

Uniform Law on the Formation of Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (ULF) 

and the Convention relating to a Uniform Law for the International Sale of Goods (ULIS) 

are known as the primary foundations of  CISG. Both of the afore-mentioned conventions 

owe their existence to the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law 

(UNIDROIT). The definitive and complete version of CISG was offered as part of a 

multilateral treaty at the United Nations Conference on Contracts for the International Sale 

of Goods in 1980. This version was signed and adopted by eleven states in January 19887. 

 

Given that many countries have already signed CISG, it can be argued that it provides 

signatories with a wide range of advantages. Being adopted by 84 countries, CISG can 

today be recognized as a global, uniform law. Thanks to its large number of signatories, 

the CISG network has made it easier for the signatory states to conclude commercial 

                                                   
7 RameshA,GhicuP,andPutman C.CISG v.UCC:Keydistinctionsandapplications.TheBusiness 

&ManagementReview.2016Jun1;7(5):459.p.459-466. 
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contracts with each other. As the number of member states increases, the parties belonging 

to the signatory states can find it easier to engage in standard contracts. Moreover, CISG 

can give an insight into contract interpretation procedures in case of dispute and provide 

the parties with more precise parameters that can help them figure out how they are 

expected to act (Fletcher 2). CISG will be regarded as the default law in cases where the 

contracting parties are both from a country that has adopted the CISG, but the contracting 

parties can also feel free to adopt an alternative law at their discretion. The freedom to 

adopt this set of laws or an alternative one has made CISG a flexible system. 

CISG is applicable to the sale contracts concluded by parties from the convention 

signatory states. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that CISG takes precedence over any law 

for contracts in the USA. The contracting companies in the signatory states need to make 

sure that CISG standards are fulfilled unless CISG is explicitly excluded in contracts. 

However, CISG only allows for the enforcement of merchant-merchant contracts. 

UCC and the CISG, in cases where they are not excluded in contracts, can both be used as 

standards to address disputes and fill in gaps in contracts. CISG is applicable when both 

parties are merchants from the signatory states, and the UCC is applicable for all contracts 

concluded in any of the 50 states of the USA. The parties can feel free to adopt UCC or 

CISG or neither as the standard. Nevertheless, in cases where the law under which the 

contract is to be enforced is not mentioned, and disputes need to be settled, CISG will be 

used for companies from the signatory countries. In cases where the states are not 

signatory, the countries' commercial laws or a neutral third country's commercial law can 

be used as a standard to address disputes. 

For instance, the conclusion and interpretation of contracts between American and 

Chinese merchants of the United States and China can be performed in 3 ways. First, 

since both countries are signatories of CISG, the contract can be concluded under the 

provisions of CISG. Second, the contract may be concluded and interpreted based on UCC 

or the commercial laws of China, if mentioned in the contract. Third, the merchants can 

unanimously apply the commercial law of a third unbiased country and use it as a basis for 

the conclusion of the contract.  
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The UCC and CISG can be easily distinguished from each other when it comes to breach 

of contracts, damages, mirror-image rule, and the statute of frauds. For instance, time and 

place of damage measurement have not been addressed in the CISG. These matters 

have been addressed in one single section of UCC. Moreover, both CISG and the UCC 

have presented several foreseeability tests. Provisions associated with damage rate or 

specific methods of damage calculations are missing in both UCC and CISG. 

The distinction between the CISG and UCC are sometimes vital because parties to a 

contract that has been concluded according to CISG may deem the provisions of the CISG 

inadequate and decide to adopt another law such as the UCC. This focuses mainly on the 

shortcomings of the CISG and shows that parties to a contract concluded under CISG need 

to consider more specific damage-related provisions to make up for The shortcomings of 

CISG or simply pick another source of law such as the UCC. This Comment also gives an 

insight into how legislators can adopt CISG and the UCC in order to help the CISG's goal 

of a uniform international sales law come true8. 

 Significant Differences between the UCC and CISG 

 
There are significant and essential differences in dealing with international trade below 

CISG versus domestic transactions below the UCC. 

First, all contracts will be drafted within the UCC and, whenever a disagreement occurs, 

courts should not allow for parole facts because there is confusion in the deal (or some 

limitation to the acceptability of parol proof applies). To this, within the Convention 

on the International Exchange of Goods, oral contracts allowed, and the parol evidence is 

immediately allowed for the purposes of the contract mechanism and, therefore, the 

negotiating parties' purpose. 

Second, additionally, as for the "war of types," the UCC uses a "knockout" protocol, and 

then the CISG uses an "only kind delivered" protocol. Within the UCC, where buyers and 

suppliers become casualties in their multiple ways — possibly because of their local 

market activities of different U.S. products — the UCC prefers contract creation, mainly 

                                                   
8Ramesh A, Ghicu P, and Putman C. CISG v. UCC: Key distinctions and applications. TheBusiness 

&ManagementReview.2016Jun1;7(5):459.p.459-466. 
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though there is a difference between types. If success begins, the contract is called 

"created." Anywhere the structures of the buyer and seller are different, such types 

components are deemed "knocked out" and unenforceable. 

Likewise, the CISG system supports contract formation, while sellers and buyers are 

separate types of victimization (and related ways would have significant similarity). 

Within the UCC "knockout" rule, the CISG follows the "last-form-sent" policy. A kind 

submitted to a primary communication form is called a counter-offer. If success ends, the 

contract is performed under CISG inside the counter-offer (the "last- form-sent"). Of some 

factors, this would be quite important. Of example, the CISG does not impose a limitation 

statute; thus, the limited duration is established by the rules of the contracting parties' 

particular nations. The nation's rules are perceived to be the "bill." 

Third, under the UCC, commercial standards/use cannot be used to alter contracts, 

although, under the CISG, they can be used to change or exceed missed words. 

Fourthly. Under UCC, the actions and direction of trading contracts may be modified. 

Within CISG, though, contracts cannot be modified by collection. It seems strange; 

however, bear in mind that CISG regulations require proof of oral changes and even usage 

of company standards/application. Therefore, because the direction of discussions between 

the parties has shifted, the parties will rely on clear proof of these adjustments depending 

on what the parties say9.  

 Main Provisions of the CISG and UCC: A Comparison 

 
CISG can be recognized as an international UCC with signatories covering 75% of all 

global trade. This body of law has been adopted most of the United States' major trade 

partners. Thanks to the contribution of the USA, Canada, and Mexico, CISG has been 

developed into a valid sales law known as the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA). During the ratification of this Convention, some countries asked for 

consideration of reservations that could spare them some particular Convention 

                                                   
9FerrariF.TheRelationship BWtheUCCandtheCISGandtheConstructionofUniformLaw. Loy. 

LALRev.1995;29:1021.p.1021-1033 
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provisions. The contract of sale is the pillar of international trade in all countries across the 

world. The CISG provided the parties in various countries with some sort of platform that 

helped them conclude contracts for the sale of goods, as well as an unbiased collection of 

rules that can, thanks to their transnational nature, be quickly adopted by all countries10. 

The CISG is applicable to sales among signatory parties with places of business in 

different countries and can also be used for the international sale of goods when the law of 

a Contracting State is deemed applicable by the rules of private international law. The 

contracting parties can feel free to choose between CISG and the commercial law of their 

countries, irrespective of whether they run the business in a Contracting State. 

Nevertheless, this convention is not applicable for (i) sales to consumers, (ii) securities 

transactions, and (iii) sales of ships, aircraft, and electricity. The convention does not 

encourage the parties to engage in sales in which labor or other services are dominant or in 

transactions where the buyer supplies the bulk of materials. Parties can feel free to rule out 

the Convention or to decrease or change the influence of any of its provisions. According 

to the points mentioned above, the contracting parties can feel free to introduce new 

articles into their contracts, rectify or rule out the provisions deemed mandatory by the 

Convention or rule out the application of the Convention as a whole. 

The 2nd part of the Convention deals with arrangements concerning contracts that are 

concluded through offer and acceptance. 

The 3rd part of the Convention deals with the contractual obligations of the parties. The 

sellers are obliged to deliver the goods and make sure that they are in qualitative and 

quantitative conformity with contract terms and other relevant documents. The buyer is 

obliged to pay the purchase price and accept the delivered goods. In general, this part of 

the convention offers a set of standard laws that can be used to make amend for breach of 

the contract. The aggrieved party is entitled to require full performance, claim 

compensation for losses and damages, or nullify the contract where it is fundamentally 

breached. The rules laid down in this part also deal with damages, the passage of risk, 

Anticipatory repudiation, and exemption of contract Obligations. International treaties 

                                                   
10Ramesh A, Ghicu P, and Putman C. CISG v. UCC: Key distinctions and applications. TheBusiness 

&ManagementReview.2016Jun1;7(5):459.p.459-466. 
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constitute the highest-ranking laws within the USA. Thus, it can be argued that CISG, just 

like UCC, is an integral part of the law in each U.S state. 

 

CISG is applicable for all international sale contracts unless the application of that is 

expressly excluded by the parties either partially or entirely (Article 6 of the CISG). Thus, 

the individuals engaged in international trade need to be cognizant of CISG even if they 

are not willing to adopt it. Knowledge of CISG is indispensable because the contract 

parties may, at some point during the contract enforcement, find it  reliable11. 

 CISG and Article 2 of the UCC 
Many clauses of the Convention are a compromise of concepts of civil law and common 

law, which differ from Section 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC). In common 

law, for example, a legal contract includes the following elements: 

(I) joined by common consensus 

 

 Endorse appropriate thought 

 

 Both have the full power to agree 

 

 No unlawful intent  

 

Typically, if all of such components are absent, there is a void arrangement. However, the 

Convention governs the selling contract and the rights and obligations of the seller and 

buyer arising from the contract. Like UCC, if a party is fraud-induced into the contract, if 

an individual cannot enter into a contract or whether domestic law forbids the selling of 

the products stated in the contract is explicitly relevant to the contract's legitimacy. 

The following articles address a snapshot of the major gaps between CISG and UCC. 

 Offer and Acceptance 

 
An offer below the UCC is revocable approved unless the deal is a definite offer submitted 

in writing by a vendor, in which case the UCC imposes a 3-month period limit on its 

length. Under the Convention, a bid becomes true until the offerer enters. The Convention 

                                                   
11Honnold, J.(2009). Uniform law for international sales under the 1980 United Nations Convention. Kluwer Law 

International BV.p85. 
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incorporates a principle unexplained in Article 2: a bid(offer) below the Convention may 

be withdrawn, even though the bid is similar, as long as the withdrawal hits the offeror 

before or at the same time as the accept. The Convention is established to maintain the 

interests of the parties. Withdrawal is given prior to approval, since no standards of 

contract increase until a binding offer is made. Withdrawal before the Convention is 

distinct from revocation because withdrawal happens before an offer is realistic, and 

revocation happens after the offer is successful. 

Under the Agreement, approval is beneficial when meeting the offeror. It is opposed to the 

common rule "mailbox rule," which makes approval worthy of dispatch (even though it 

never enters the offeror) and is introduced into Section 1. 

If the period for acceptance is rendered beyond a convention-ruled standard, the need 

for acceptance hits the offeror during the set time. When no date is set for approval, 

approval will take place within a "fair period," taking due consideration of the 

circumstances. Beware that, after the Convention, existing traditions of the parties can 

occur in acceptance through result, because “acceptance is a declaration made by the 

offeror or other behavior suggesting agreement to an offer." 

The Convention also states that "an oral agreement provision shall be fulfilled instantly 

unless the conditions suggest otherwise." oral contracts include face-to-face interviews, 

mobile calls, or all other mechanical or electronic means of contact that award oral 

contracts immediately. The Convention also gives late approval for usage under unique 

situations. A late acceptance is active as acceptance whether the offeror orally either tells 

the offeror or sends a note to that effect12. 

Consequently, the parties are connected because the Seller instantly told the Buyer that 

late approval was successful. If market conditions shifted after June 29, forcing the buyer 

no longer to be involved in approving the bid of the seller, the buyer could not use his 

postponed approval to claim that the deal was not established. Once decided on a contact 

mechanism that normally required five days to arrive, a customer may have withheld his 

                                                   
12MistelisD. CISG-ACpublishesfirstopinion.PaceInternational LawReview.2003/. 
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approval via telephone or wire correspondence that would have met the acceptance letter 

and thereby spared the deal and unfavorable business adjustments. 

According to the Convention, where approval has been sent but has been postponed owing 

to an unforeseen interruption in travel, the late approval shall be automatic until, without 

hesitation, the Offeror verbally tells the Offeror that he finds his offer to have been 

terminated or sends a note to the Offeror. 

Was dated June 15, the seller's pause in the transmission that requires typically five days 

was clear. Subsequently, the inability of the Seller to warn the Buyer that the bid had 

lapsed made the late reaction "good as approval," and the contract bound the parties. The 

Retailer shall be responsible for the breach of contract by the Supplier (failure to send the 

goods). Acceptance under the Convention, as in an offer, can be withdrawn if the 

withdrawal arrives before or simultaneously with the acceptance of the offeree. 

 

In common law, a delayed acceptance question was not addressed as the mailbox rule 

makes it easy to accept the message when it is dispatched. The common law on mail 

boxing provided for in the UCC is useful when acceptance is sent. There is no right to 

withdraw acceptance below the UCC afterward. Many civil law codes have rules for 

release, such as the Convention, and legislative provisions that deal with the late replies 

effectively in Convention circumstances so that lawyers practicing in civil law countries 

can become familiar with these provisions of the Convention. 

 Revocation of Offer; Irrevocable Offers 

 
As a settlement between common law and civil law systems, the Convention includes 

two exceptions to allowing cancellation of an offer before acceptance is sent: 

 an offer cannot be canceled if it intimates, whether by declaring a set time for 

acceptance or unless, that it is irrevocable, or 

 If the offer was reasonable and the supplier made the offer in confidence. Where it 

would be irrevocable for the supplier. 

The UCC places a three-month time limit on the finality of the "firm" offers based on a 

lack of consideration by the merchant. 
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 Battle of the Forms 

 
Some sale contracts are informally concluded through "standard contract forms such as 

purchase orders and acknowledgments,” which are exchanged via email or fax. Disputes 

usually surface in cases where the exchanged purchase orders and acknowledgments are 

not compatible. The disputes usually pivot around the following matters: 

 A rise or fall in the price of the goods after conflicting terms have been exchanged–in 

such cases, the disadvantaged party is supposed to: "avoid”? Or simply abide by the 

contractual term? 

 A dispute occurs after some terms and conditions are exchanged between the parties 

– what terms and conditions apply? 

"mirror-image rule” was recognized as an acceptable rule by most American jurisdictions 

before the UCC was proposed. Below the mirror-image rule, contracts are concluded based 

on a non-conflicting offer and acceptance. Conflicting terms of purchase order 

acknowledgment should be recognized as counteroffer rather than acceptance in cases 

where the mirror-image rule is applied to standard transactions formulated through 

purchase order rather than negotiation. In cases where the parties exchange forms, 

including several terms that are excluded from performance, varying responses would rule 

out the contract conclusion. In this case, each party can walk away from the system. 

Nevertheless, the Seller delivers, and the Buyer receives the goods even if the exchanged 

terms and conditions vary in styles. Although performance is the criteria for 

determination of completion of the transaction, the common law is the criteria for 

determination of contract conclusion, and the terms of the original offer modified by the 

acceptance will be recognized as the contract terms. 

The UCC made amends to the mirror-image rule. According to UCC Section 2- 207, a 

final form that is not explicitly called a return offer can be recognized as acceptance, even 

if it shares many terms from the original form. The various articles can be taken as 

extension suggestions which are included in the contract except (i) they are expressly 

ruled out by the offer, (ii) they significantly change the offer, or (iii) notification of 
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objection to the additional terms is given within a reasonable time after notice has been 

received. Changes in disclaimers, purchase Price, limitations on liability, quality or 

quantity of the product, delivery procedure, inconsistent dispute resolution terms, and 

inconsistent attorney fees provisions are among the material alterations that can take place 

under the UCC. In such cases, the last form is typically replaced with the second-to-last 

form. In other words, conflict arising provisions added to the counteroffer by the Seller 

will be deemed non-applicable, and the terms of a Buyer purchase order considered to be 

accepted by the seller are deemed applicable. In this case, the UCC is considered to be 

ruling in favor of the buyer. A standard UCC battle over the exchanged forms is presented 

below. 

The Convention is usually compatible with the old mirror-image rule – a reply that implies 

acceptance but covers different articles concerning the ability of parties, conclusion 

conditions, price of the products, payment procedure, quality of goods, delivery place and 

time, and dispute settlement procedures is a return offer indicating avoidance. According 

to the Convention, alteration of price, payment procedures, goods’ quality and quantity, 

delivery time and place, and dispute settlement shall be recognized as a material 

alteration. Claiming the existence of no enforceable contract is valid before the parties 

embark upon performance. Nevertheless, the contract will inevitably be deemed 

enforceable once the parties undertake performance. In such cases, the Convention 

generally rules in favor of the last party submitting altered terms (usually the seller) the 

Convention, in an attempt to "alleviate" the potential effect of mirror-image law, has 

entitled the Seller to apply avoidance when immaterial terms vary – a reply that implies 

acceptance but adds terms that do not significantly change the terms of the original offer 

can be regarded as acceptance when the Convention is applied unless the offering party 

verbally declares his disapproval to the discrepancy within a reasonable time or sends a 

written notice in this regard. As most of the terms proposed by the seller can be counted as 

material terms according to the Convention, this contract out does not make any sense. 

 Statute of Frauds 
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For the common law concept embedded in different laws, the phrase "Statute of Fraud" 

implies that particular forms of contracts ought to be in order to be legally binding. The 

UCC requires fraud classification. Accordingly, an offer to deliver products above $500 

will be in drafting within UCC Section 2-201 to be enforceable in U.S. courts. Formality 

is essential for US stock trading. CISG, on the other side, was recruited to address the 

demands of business people who prefer industry without constraints enforced by 

structured requirements. Unlike UCC contracts, a selling deal under the CISG will not be 

in writing and is not subject to any form requirements. Under other words, CISG specifies 

that "a selling deal may not be structured underwriting or proven and must be confirmed 

by all means, including eyewitnesses." 

Such a clause seldom creates concerns in U.S. business owners because the UCC written 

rule is assumed to discourage false arguments. 

Nevertheless, the continuation of the contract still must be confirmed by the party seeking 

the enforcement, although the CISG does not require a written contract. Under the CISG, a 

party may, by any means, prove a selling contract such as invoices, buying orders, 

witnesses, and so on. As the CISG uses by default wherever the respective places of 

business of the Buyer and the Seller are located within the CISG Contracting States, the 

CISG rules are automatically applied where there is no written contract. 

CONCLUSION 

The approvers of the 1980 Vienna Convention on the international sale of goods (CISG), 

which is considered as the most critical legal resource in this context, has considered the 

critical issue that the contract parties are usually resident in various countries and the 

costs of the contract, transportation, and moving the goods are very high compared to 

domestic contracts, besides considering the damage compensation due to breach of the 

international sale contract. For this purpose, in approving and identifying the guarantee 

for proceeding the contract breach, the main implies is on the utilization of solutions that, 

besides compensating the damages of the party, guarantees the contract relationships 

termination (avoidance) and return of the goods from the buyer to the seller. 
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